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What a lovely green..



What a lovely green.. MONSTER
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We visualized ALL parking spaces with polygon packing



There are huge differences between car and bike parking



There are huge differences between car and bike parking



There are huge differences between car and bike parking

whatthestreet.com Szell, Urb Plan 3, 1-20 (2018)
Gössling, J Tran Geo 54, 1-9 (2016)



Space is not distributed in a fair way

between different modes of transport

Copenhagenize



Most space is for cars, but most people use bicycles

Copenhagenize



You can't beat geometry: Cars will ALWAYS be inefficient

Harms and Kansen, Netherlands Institute for Transport Policy Analysis (2017)
Szell, Urb Plan 3, 1-20 (2018)

Euclid (300 BC)



Cars are used 36 minutes per day

Cars are not used 1404 minutes per day

Civity (2016)



Cars are used 36 minutes per day

Cars are not used 1404 minutes per day

A typical snapshot of Copenhagen

5,500 cars moving 250,000 cars parked



We are wasting space worth 6,000 playgrounds!

=

2.5 ×

=6,000
Playgrounds

A typical snapshot of Copenhagen

5,500 cars moving 250,000 cars parked



Cars eat up our living space in cities

Denver



E-car

Cars eat up our living space in cities



Apart from space, there is 

another problem.



Apart from space, there is 

another problem.

Every year, 1,350,000 people 

die on the road.



Laetitia will show you at 12:15 how 

cars are a public health hazard

Klanjcic et al, EPJ Data Sci 11, 27 (2022)



Cars take away our living space.

Cars are a public health hazard.



Cars take away our living space.

Cars are a public health hazard.

We need better technology.





www.jan-kamensky.de



Cycling is a time-tested technology that delivers on 11 SDGs

https://unric.org/en/sustainable-development-goals-cycling/



More active travel is also an economic "no-brainer"

Cost-benefit analysis in EU that accounts for 

- Health

- Environment

- Travel / Congestion

shows: 

Gössling et al, Ecol Econ 158 (2019)



Gössling et al, Ecol Econ 158 (2019)

Cost-benefit analysis in EU that accounts for 

- Health

- Environment

- Travel / Congestion

costs 

0.11 €

shows: 1 km travelled by 

brings 

0.18 €

brings 

0.37 €

More active travel is also an economic "no-brainer"



More active travel is crucial to 

make cities better.

How to build bicycle infrastructure?



How to build bicycle infrastructure?

We have great 

planning guides.



 

But no knowledge: 

- on the fundamental 

topological limitations of 

network growth

- or on how hard/easy it is 

to fix existing networks

We have great 

planning guides.

How to build bicycle infrastructure?



Different cities need different strategies



1) Connecting bicycle networks



Cities have different transport network layers

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   



Bicycle networks are highly fragmented

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   



Bicycle networks are highly fragmented

2) In London, the bicycle network has 

>3000 disconnected components



Bicycle networks are highly fragmented

1) In London, the largest connected bicycle 

component covers only 5% of nodes



Bicycle networks are highly fragmented

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   



How should we connect the components?

Largest to  

closest

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   



How should we connect the components?

Largest to  

closest

Largest to  

second largest

Closest 

components

Random to  

closest

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   



Effective connectivity improvements are possible

 

Small but focused investments connect the bicycle network effectively

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   



Just connecting components comes with 3 issues

1) No resilience



Just connecting components comes with 3 issues

1) No resilience 2) Develops only 

developed areas

Pereira, Schwanen & Banister, Trans Rev 37 (2017)



Just connecting components comes with 3 issues

1) No resilience 2) Develops only 

developed areas

3) Irrelevant for >99% 

of cities on the planet

Los Angeles



Let's grow networks  

from scratch



2) Growing bicycle networks



Inspired by CROW, we want a cohesive network

Connectedness & Resilience

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



Inspired by CROW, we want a cohesive network

Connectedness & Resilience

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



Inspired by CROW, we want a cohesive network

Connectedness & Resilience

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



Inspired by CROW, we want a cohesive network

& CoverageConnectedness & Resilience



We build a greedy triangulation between points of interest

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)

Seed points



We build a greedy triangulation between points of interest

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



We build a greedy triangulation between points of interest

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



We explore 62 cities

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



Result 1: Investments need to surpass a critical threshold

The pieces need 

to connect and  

to form cycles

Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)



Policy implication 1: Invest persistently!

https://twitter.com/BrentToderian/status/1420907319982915587?s=20



Result 2: It's not a network's length that matters but how you grow it

At same length, we could 

do much better



Policy implication 2: Strategy matters: Build for the whole city

Avoid "random-like", 

piecewise growth



Policy implication 2: Strategy matters: Build for the whole city

Investments

Random growth needs 3x the 

investments than a global strategy



Easier said than done - Isn't this unrealistic??



Nope: See Seville Also: Paris, Oslo, ...

https://usa.streetsblog.org/2020/10/13/best-practices-how-seville-became-a-city-of-cyclists/

Easier said than done - Isn't this unrealistic??

There is 

no excuse



Explore your city at GrowBike.Net

http://GrowBike.Net


3) Fixing bicycle networks



How to find the missing links in well-developed networks?

In Copenhagen, most of the 

network is 1 connected component.



How to find the missing links in well-developed networks?

Still, there are a lot of 

"missing links".

How to find them?  

How to prioritize them?

In Copenhagen, most of the 

network is 1 connected component.



From map to gap: IPDC

1) Identify gaps

2) Prioritize gaps

3) Decluster gaps

4) Classify gaps



A gap is a shortest path  

between two contact nodes  

that consists only of unprotected links

Multiplex network

1) Identify: We need a formal definition of “gap”

Links

1) unprotected

2) protected

Nodes

1) unprotected

2) protected

3) contact

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



2) Prioritize

We could find millions of gaps… 1
2

3
We need a metric to prioritize them.

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



2) Prioritize

“If this gap was closed, how 

many meters cycled in mixed 

traffic would be avoided per 

investment unit?”

1
2

3

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



4) Classify: Our top 105 gaps

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



The most important gaps are bridges

Knippelsbro

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



Evaluation: Comparison with Cykelsti-Prioriteringsplan

Cykelsti-Prioriteringsplan 2017



Evaluation: Comparison with Cykelsti-Prioriteringsplan



Nørregade Rantzausgade

Evaluation: We find many overlaps



Østerport Sølvtorvet

Evaluation: We find many overlaps



If your city is:

Los Angeles

not developed

Grow persistently with  

focused investments



If your city is:

BudapestLos Angeles

not developed

Grow persistently with  

focused investments

medium developed

Connect with  

right strategy



If your city is:

BudapestLos Angeles Copenhagen

not developed

Grow persistently with  

focused investments

medium developed

Connect with  

right strategy

well developed

Close the most  

important gaps



If your city is:

not developed

Grow persistently with  

focused investments

medium developed

Connect with  

right strategy

well developed

Close the most  

important gaps



Szell et al., Sci Rep 12, 6765 (2022)

Klanjcic et al, EPJ Data Sci 11, 27 (2022)

Natera Oroczo et al, R Soc Open Sci 7 (2020)   

Vybornova et al, Geographical Analysis (2022)



What's next in bicycle network 

research?

More data / perspectives



We can add more data:

• OD matrices

• Mobile phone GPS

• Census

• Mobility surveys

• Bicycle counters

• Planned bicycle networks



We can add more data: Crashes and empirical trips in Turin

Folco et al., arxiv:2203.14619 (2022)



We can add more data: Crashes and empirical trips in Turin

Folco et al., arxiv:2203.14619 (2022)Build for safety Build for flow



We can add more context: Gender

Battiston et al., arxiv:2203.09378 (2022)

Streets with safer 

infrastructure have a 

smaller gender gap



and much more...



Which European city is this?



Amsterdam

1978 Today



Amsterdam

1920

1978

2015

https://www.fastcompany.com/3052699/these-historical-photos-show-how-amsterdam-turned-itself-into-a-bike-riders-paradise





Detroit



Battle 

Creek, 

MI



Battle 

Creek, 

MI



Groningen



Cities can change radically 

within a few decades



We must make this radical 

transformation on a global level



Zeke Hausfather



IPCC AR6 Part II (2022)



IPCC AR6 WG III (2022)

Among 60 identified actions that could change 

individual consumption, individual mobility 

choices [like cycling] have the largest potential 

to reduce carbon footprint.



Michael Szell @mszll

nerds.itu.dk @nerdsitu



To make cities better, we need radical transformation ASAP

Michael Szell @mszll

nerds.itu.dk @nerdsitu


